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CASE MODEL 1 
 

INVENTORY SWITCHING AT THE ABC MEDICAL CENTER 

The new administrator for the ABC Medical Clinic understood that all inventory costing 
methods were acceptable to use in his DME department. LIFO, FIFO, specific 
identification, and the average cost method are all attractive methods under different 
circumstances in the business cycle, and companies may use the method that best fits 
their circumstances. 

For example, if ABC wished to reduce corporate income taxes in a period of inflation 
and rising prices, it would use LIFO. If matching DME sales revenue with the current 
cost of DME goods sold was desired, LIFO would also be used. Unfortunately, LIFO 
may charge against DME revenue the cost of DME not actually sold, and LIFO may 
allow the ABC Medical Clinic to manipulate net income by varying the time-periods it 
makes additional DME purchases. On the other hand, FIFO and specific identification 
method allows a more precise matching of ABC revenue with historic DME costs. 
However, FIFO too, can promote “paperless-phantom profits,” while specific 
identification can promote possible income manipulation.  It is only under FIFO that net 
income manipulation is not possible. 

“Let’s go with FIFO,” the new administrator said to his Chief Financial Officer, Bert. “The 
profits will make us look good to the home office and we can always switch back to 
LIFO if inflation starts back-up again, right Bert?” he mused. 

But, Bert was not amused because freedom of choice does not include changing DME 
inventory methods every few years, especially if only to report higher income. “The 
switching of methods violates the basic tenet of consistency, which requires the use of 
the same inventory cost and accounting methods in preparing financial reports and 
statements,” Bert emphatically stated. 

KEY ISSUES 

1) Is this sort of inventory costing and maneuvering permissible? 

2) What is its justification? 

3) How is it notated in financial reports? 

4) Is this sort of thing ethical? 

RESOLUTION 

Companies may occasionally make changes in spite of the principle of accounting 
consistency if improved financial reporting is the justification for change. The company 
must make a full disclosure, usually in a footnote to its financial statements (see 
example below). This includes the reason(s) for change, descriptions of the changes, 
and potential effects on corporate net income. This “switch” in inventory methods is 
ethical, but should be done with the best interests of the organization in mind, and you 
should make full disclosure of any change in your financial statements. 
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SAMPLE FOOTNOTE 

Note G: Changes in inventory accounting and costing methods: Effective with the year 
ending December 31, 2005, the ABC Medical Center changed its method of calculating 
DME inventory costs from the lower of average costs (or market) methods, to the FIFO 
method for substantially all DME inventory. Management believes FIFO more 
accurately reflects income by providing a closer match of current DME costs, against 
current DME revenues.  
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